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Lecture incites controversy

van den Haag speaks against gay-rights legislation

necessity of gay-rights legislation in America.
Dr. van den Haag also addressed the history
of homosexuality and the effects the
homosexual community has had on society
as a whole.
The lecture was sponsored by Colby
Republicans in an attempt to "increase
awareness and further address the issue of
homosexuality in society and at Colby,"
according to a table tent advertising the
speech. The lecture was meant to present an
alternative viewpoint to the prohomosexuality speakersthat Colbyhas hosted
in the past three years.
"I thought it was an excellent
presentation," said John Brockelman '92, a
member of the Colby Republicans. "It got
people to challenge their views, which we
don't get a lot of at Colby. It's good to create
photo by Ari Druker some controversy."
Dr. van den Haag
"I think people came to this expecting
some Facist with completely right-wing
By Andrea Krasker
views," said Kamey Hatch '94. "When it
NEWS EDITOR
turned out he wasn't the prince of darkness
they didn't give him as good of a chance as
they should have."
Over 400 people packed Given
Dr. van den Haag opened his speech with
Auditorium last night to hear a lecture by Dr. statistics citing the percentage of homosexuals
Earnest van den Haag, who spoke against the in America and spokebriefly about the history

Presidential
candida t e
Kerrey t o visit
By Laura Pavlenko
FEATURES EDITOR

Senator Bob Kerrey D-Nebraska,willvisit
Colby on Friday at 12:00 p.m. in the Page
Commons Room. Kerrey's visit will be the
first by a presidential candidate in over a
decade.
"This is not a theme speech," said Chip
Smith '91,a press staff assistant for the Kerrey
campaign. Smith said Kerrey willaddress his
campaign goals and issues as they affect both
the state of Maine and the nation as a whole.
The speech will last about 30-35 minutes and
photo by An Druker will conclude with a question and answer
session.
Stwientprotests Dr. van den Haag 's lecture.
of homosexuality. "In practically all societies
there has been a homosexual minority," he
said. "Some believe that the inclination is
genetic."
He cited the following as possible
explanations for homosexuality: imprinting
in babies, narcissistic tendencies leading one
Lect ure continued on page 13

New pamphlet de-genders language
"I hate it when women are referred to as
'the wife of so and so'," said Mistry.
Others students felt that changing
By Marty Her gert
STAFF WRITER
language to make it gender-neutral was a
good idea but may not work in practice.
"I don't think we can change the use of the
In an effort to raise student awareness
about the sexism and stereotypes inherent in word "he." It is so common in our language,"
the English language, Colby's Educational said Lisa Kenerson '95. "I believe that
Policy Committee has approved the use of a changing our preconceptionsand stereotypes
booklet entitled "Suggestions for GenderNeutral Language."
The seven page booklet deals with specific
problems in our language which reflectssexist fnall^^
attitudes,such as the use of generic masculine
words such as "he" and "man" to represent
the entire human race. More specifically,the
booklet addresses traditional terms which
might be considered degrading toward
women, such as the use of "Miss" when a first
name would be acceptable.
The Task Force on the Status of Women,
which met during the 1989-90 academic year,
first raised the issue of adopting such a policy,
said Jean Sanborn, associate professor of
English and director of the Writers' Center.
As part of a subcommittceof the EPC,Sanborn
created a draft of the booklet in the spring of
_rr_n1*Miw
this year and distributed it for feedback and *
input. After final revisions, the first printed
copies were distributed this fall.
Some first-year students feel like the
gender distinctions in language arc not a
''
problem.
"It seems very picky," said Zarin Mistry
'95. "Are women so insecure that they have to could come through changing our language,
but it is not so simple."
change the language around?"
Leader of the Women's Group Nicole
Though the policy itself may seem
Farkas
'92, said thc booklet is "a step in the
awkward, the suggested solutions to sexist
Farkas said that thc booklet
right
direction."
language in the booklet met with nods of
was "incredibly well written and well
approval.
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explained. Now peoplecannot use ignorance
as an excuse for proper use of the language."
In Sanborn's two-year involvement with
the Task Force on the Status of Women issues
of discriminatory language and the need for
a campus-wide policy arose. The task force
wanted a medium to raise issues of language
early in students' academic career.
"We wanted students to be aware that we
are defined and judged by the language we
use," said Sanborn.
Colby is very late in arriving at a schoolwide policy on the use of gender in language.
In compiling the booklet, the subcommittee
members examined the types of policies
adopted by other colleges and universities.
"The suggestions in the booklet are not
intended as final solutions," said Sanborn.
"We just want to make people look at their
attitudes and make students realize that the
attitudes they grew up with are not necessarily
natural."
The booklet also contains a draft of the
"Colby Gender-Neutral Language Policy"
which will be considered at the November
19th meeting of the EPC. The dra ft of the
policy states that the use of gender neutral
language is encouraged by the College
because Colby is committed to the "fair
treatment of all individuals." If the E.P.C.
approves the draft of the policy, all Colby
documents will be written in gender neutra l
language and the College will officiall y
endorse the policy.
The booklets are being distributed in
Eng lish 115 classes throughout the semester,
where they will be addressed as part of the
curriculum. They are also available in the
English Department and the Dean of Students
OfficeO

Senator Kerrey will speak at Colby tomorrow.

"One of the central aspects of the Kerrey
campaign addresses what the consequences
of the policies of the 1980's will have on the
next generations," said Anthony Corrado,
assistant professor of government. "One
aspect of that generation is college students."
Kerrey's stop at Colby is his third visit to
a college since he announced his candidacy
for president on September 30. He recently
spoke at Harvard and will speak at . Boston
University before coming to Colby.
"Issues that [Kerrey] is concerned with
have been passionate at Colby," said Smith.
"There are a lot of affluent kids here—a
Republican mentality—but the things that
worry Colby students most are things
addressed by the Democratic party." Smith
cited students' emphasis on abortion rights
and jthe environment as parallel issues
addressed by Kerrey.
Kerrey's decision to come to Colby is due
primarily to the important role Maine will
play in the Democratic Party'scaucus system,
according to Corrado.
"In 1988, Iowa and New Hampshire were
strategically important, followed by Super
Tuesday," said Corrado. "In '92, the game
plan has changed."
Iowa will host the first caucus of the '92
election, followed by the New Hampshire
primary election;Maine is the next state to
hold its caucus. Since presidential candidate
Tom Harkin is from Iowa, other Democratic
Kerrey continued on p a g e13

News Briefs I
Big budget decisions
face Colby

T/Ve are beginning the most dif ficultbud get discussion in
recent memory," said Robert McArthur, dean of faculty, at
last Wednesday's faculty meeting. He said $1.3 million will
be needed for financial aid next year,and other item.;,such as
medical insurance and merit salaries for professors, will
increase as well. He warned department heads that their
budgets as well as most other areas would see cuts in order
for the College to close an $800,000 budget gap.
McArthur was optimistic,however,because Colby is in a
much better position than most schools of its size right now.
"We won't lay people off or cut the number of professors
we offer tenure to," he said. "Those are routine at other
schools like ours."He said financial aid and compensation,or
"fringe benefits" for professors, would remain full y
protected.(D.H.H.)

Sabbatical issue
approved

More professors will have the opportunity to take a fullyear sabbatical in the1992-93 school year,thanks toadecision
made last Wednesday at a faculty meeting. A 41-12 vote was
made to allow seven additional faculty the option of taking
sabbaticals next year.
The proposal was made by Dean of Faculty Robert
McArthur, who said some of those eligible for sabbatical
would not take a year off. Several faculty expressed concern
that the shortage of professors already expected for the next
few years would be exacerbated, putting a great burden on
other professors who would have to shoulder a greater
course load.
"I don't have a problem with [full-year sabbaticals], if we
can afford them," said Professor Ed Kenney, chair of the
English Department."Myconcern is they won't be replaced."
Kenney added that three professors from his department are
slated to spend next year off-cam pus.
"Wehaven't alwaysreplaced thoseon full-yearsabbaticals,
and this will be an additional problem, with our budget

Pro-Choice Coalition display.

constraints," said McArthur. "But it's important that people
who haven't had a chance yet have an opportunity to take a
leave."(D.H.H.)

Will gym credit become a
thing of the past?

At last week'sStudent Association meeting,the possibility
of using intramural sports to fulfill the College gym
requirement was discussed. This led to a suggestion to
eliminate gym credit entirely, said Student Association
President Jason Soules '93. But Soules expressed doubt that
the gym requirement will be affected in any way. "I don't
think it will amount to anything," he said. (M.S.)

Read me

Assistant Director of Student Activities Pat Helm is looking
for suggestions for the Class of 1996's summer reading project.
Because lectures are often scheduled to correspond with
the reading, it is necessary to choose a book soon. "We're
looking for something of a general interest, in no specific
academic field, that will provoke a Iot of discussion and
student interaction," said Helm.
Last year's book.Mortal Choices, was suggested by astudent. Any suggestions can be directed to Helm in the
Student Activities Office by Thanksgiving. (E.C.)

photo by Amy KL Borrell

Pro-Choice Coalition 's display gets mixed reviews

Reactions to the Colby Pro-Choice Coalition's display in
the Student Center were mixed. Consisting of coat hangers,
statistics on illegal abortion,voting advice, and quotes from
anti-choice groups,the display hung in the Student Center

Future of weeknight
events still murky

Any formal discussion of the administration's policy on
weeknight parties will not take place until the next meeting
of the Student Affairs Committee of the College. "It's going
alot slbwerthan expected,"said Lovejoy CommonsPresident
Jason Pizer '93, who is putting together the proposal.
"There was no proposal for the last [Educational Policy
Committee] meeting," said Jason Soules '93, Student
Association president. The subject was put on the agenda for
the next meeting of the Student Affairs Committee. "We want
to see what are the rules and regulationsand find out what is
the policy," said Soules.
It was decided not to bring the issue in front of the E.P.C.
"We felt that the biggest resistance [to weeknight parties] was
from the E.P.C," said Soules.
"I thi n k it 's a little premature for me to comment," said
PamelaBlake,assistant professor of government and chair of
the Student Affairs Committee.The committeewill meet on
Monday. "We will at least be taking [the subject of weeknight
parties] up, but I'm not sure if we will reach a
recommendation," said Blake. (R.F.)

photo by Chris Jordan
Some students stand on their headsfor a good book.

Wire hangers provoke controversy
By Laura Longsworth
STAFF WRITER

photo by AmyKL Borrell
Lovejoy Commons President J ason Pizer

last Thursday, November 7.
The display was an attempt to bring awareness about the
issue of choice to Colby, according to Elizabeth Labovitz '94,
founder of thc Pro-Choice Coalition. An important aspectof
thc information displayed was that most people who are prochoice are not necessarily pro-abortion, she said.
"I thought the stuff on the walls was thought provoking
and informative," said Jen Devine '92. "My roommate got
stuff from Planned Parenthood that quoted some pro-lifers,

and it bothers me that all these old men are trying to control
women's bodies."
"I saw so many guys stop and read it," said Laura Keally
'94. "I think people were interested in what they had to say."
Others disagreed.
"I saw the coat hangers and I found them offensive," said
Mike Saad '93. "I don't think they're a real representation of
what goes on. The technology to perform abortions exists."
"A lot of people told me they were disgusted by the coat
hangers, but that's reality," said Labovitz. "It's disgusting,
but that's what will happen if choice disappears.I can't stress
enough how important it is to have a choice. Many people
won't realize how much that choice means until it'sgone and
then it will be too late. Roe v. Wade isn't just abortion, it 's
privacy."
Throughout this year, the Coalition will be raising funds
to sponsor a trip to the "We Won't Go Back" march on April
5in Washington D.C.The march will protest both the potential
overturningof the Supreme Court's 1973Roe v. Wadedecision
and the possible implementing of the Russ v. Sullivan "gag
rule," which says that no family planning clinic that receives
any federal funds can provide advice about abortion.
"I thin k Roe v. Wade will be overturned, and it will be up
to the states to keepabortion legal,"said Labovitz. 'That will
mean more restrictifcns, more illegal, unsafe abortions and
more harm to women."
Labovitz does not believe Russ v. Sullivan will be made
into law.
"I don't think the 'gag rule' will pass," she said. "This
country is in bad shape with Clarence Thomas in court, but
thc Senate may be nervous enough about looking bad,as far
as women's rights are concerned, that they won't pass [the
gag ru le]."
The Colby Pro-Choice Coalition was founded last year,
gained club status last fall, and began meeting regularly in
the spring. The main objective of the Coalition is to promote
awareness on campus, and to emphasize that choice is an
issue that effects both women and men.Q
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New law insures
handicapped
accessibility
ByDoragH-H
STAJPFWRTDER
Fuipre Colby construction
project? willhavetomeet a wide
variety of regulations when the
Americans.withDisabilittesAct
goes into ¦effect op January 26.,
199% Under this taw alt. new
build ings will have lo fce
accessiibl* to handicapped
persons, according to <_.o_Tdao
Cheessnawr associate director of
physicalplant.
The purpose of thislaw is ta
irj? _<?. xemove barriers which
include path architectural
batrieta .and any policies osf
practice which Would aaffect
handicapped penplV said
Checsiwaw^Il^ a very twraad
definition of handicapped
including p<ttpte Who art <&a&
Wind, arthritic,elderilyi tract $©.
on..B«isicallyilindudesany&n d
of physical ailment, not just
people irt whfeeJchi.irs*1*"
Themai n dif j farencebelween
thislawand previouslawsia-'iiia
worespecific
*Th« tew e?t3hlUh«*
standards im dcwgn <»* new
£aciliti*s including width of
doorwayd dtalrdesign heightdl1
<rnp M I?**,^ Wft&tt/ ^ etevatajr
button*, and 90 on*"* &aid
Cheeotnan.ThieiawalsaappJies
to private building? such as
bu$in< .i*$e»an4«nXteg«$,, wtaftto
previous laws applied only to
public places.
"It's a non-'diacriniinati^n

tow, Htee to* «NJ rights bin,

which s*ys that it is illegal to
discriminate*against people, in
this way/aa&l CH<g$man* *TItt»
alfo W». |>e0|*)l6 to $w« W tit*
facilities anfr rtQt ade^uatc^ Thfl
lawwowldbe enforcedwith these
iaw$«H$ rathe* thnw by

goywarrtMt Iwp twh»»k

"CoXby i» hot an invitiiig
geographic netting 0*climate&r
hj »nd?^pi><. d people/ satd Uarl

camptus is basically not
accessible/'saidJasonSoules*93,
Student Association president.
"Svmebuildings are to a certain
extent, b«t not most of the
<_anipusJfarej cample,if you were
to try to get from Robertsto the
Student Center in a wheelchair,
youwouldhaveto goin theroad *
"The campus design itself
restrictspeople in wh__elcha»rsor
other handicappedpeopled«wd
KarenX-aidley'^ vice-president
of ihe Student Association It's
gOad that Wer*te making*ome Of
ifoese changes,but Coiby^ got a
Jongwayto go.I think people are
realizingthat andgiving;itsome
thought^
The new regulations will not
affect any current projects., such
:as therenovationstoEbve|oyatt'd
'WR&4nd "tliii'i.^w *tfm.$$*<fa$
Ibwtiding* Plans lor thm*t
buildingsalreadyfollowmost of
the negtilatioiw.. Thete will be
elevator*In thefcovejoy addi tfatj
as well as ramp access,and in
Bhder a freight elevator will be
converted to a passenger one*.
Mo$t tii the- buildings hwilt
since the 1970a have tried to
handicapped
Incorporate
f&dtitteia into their design, N'
there 4»#HI many flawfc
"A lot ot the time we build
ninety p ercent of the necessary
fadlfti^but foiget oneimpovtant
thit%*^id Ch««$man^Th< .)ce4i«
severalelevators oneampuj vbnt
the elevatorsinBixler,Dana,and
the Mille*Libwuiry would be.veiy
hAtd %«handicApp«dp<;i*t)tt to
g«fto. \
At pWsen^ CoJby^s fii-st
priority1$ to ptovid« access t«
sAidsCh*e^*h .
th«$febw»Hdi«g$/
v
fhi* includes providing
handicappedparkingepaccs and
wl.t'eklmirramp« to get into th«
buildittg. Itte $<.<.o«d priorttyis
to b«fe «w« to get aronrtd once
inside the building,. Xhfo wilt
Jlwcitid*. l« st»l|i«g elevators,

trttrtrfowt #»wd
$mit !v <l*w oif tltfe colteg... .<% widening
<t<»Q]hV4y«> and not Jwving
think thnt .Cdby would be
discounting to a student in a
wluttfetafo. B«t we would l»6

wnltl Jnteiff$r< . with » blind

Wh o «iipli*d *«d DrtAfc*
accommotlnllona " Smith only

access tn the domtitories,that is a
leys imWritat* tt*«<l*w *«id

Colby**tU tflntften * liv*d o&
campuo a«d did not haveto d«al
With dflifwj «t»«ft$ibi (Hy* *

rtddj «f9slh«hui»dinB(>tbatpc<>pl<.
aive most likely to need access to,
Md* m rt** ^<adeiwl<;
fWhnlwiftWrttiv^ flMffltotttt A»d
Ubiety Ifwildlng PQ'

obstxuctlons in hallways Which

*,t p^«ng^
j f^ulwd t<» Admit »n.y atwteat y*WOtt
. ^in«<. th«wt iti *t kast ftonle

ir<!iiit«mb «r« «w lytatj lchttir
(Mwxid ».Mom. luAvfj A^ .* .N^terf
"ft h a p tobtemtwo. ttMt fltiit

Ch«ttiwiMiiN< w )Pirrt w^ w««t: to
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In an effort to raise student

aw areness of hung er and
homelessness in Maine, numerous
activities from "penny drives" to a

hunger fast have been slated for
Maine Hunger Week, beginning
Monday, November 16.
One of the most imp ortant
aspects of the week is to "raise an
awareness on campus of the
prevailingproblems of hunger and
homelessness and also to give
students the opportunity to feel like
they are making a change in the
state," said Kim Zimmerman '92,
director of Colby's Volun teer
Center.
Zimm erma n hopes to raise
money for the Ending Hunger Now
Campaign, an organization that
works toward ending hunger,
homelessness, and poverty in
Maine. The organization believes
hungercan beendedby community
action and awareness. The
Ca mp aign p rovides these

photoby

Kim Zimmerman 92
opportunities for action by
sponsoring soupkitchens,shelters,
food banks, literacy groups, and
job training groups.
Residence halls will hold
competitions throughout the week
to raise money. A raffle, an allcampus auction,and a concert are
also scheduled.
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The Newman Council will be
sponsoring a fast. Students will be
able to forfeit dinner meal credit
and the money raised willbe given
to the Campaign.
"The Newman Council is
looking for a lot of student support
to give money to this great cause,"
said Kristin Burati '93.Q
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Hockey Sale
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30% off all Hockey Protective Equipment
20% off all Hockey Accessories
20% off Wood Sticks
10% off Aluminum Sticks
Skate Sharpening $1.50 - usually while you wait
Skates by Bauer, Micron, and CCM at team prices
Practice andTeam Jerseys
*

I Best Selection in Central Maine
I 100's of sticks to choose from
I
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Women athletes fight for
their fieldhouse rights
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By Heather Logan
STAFF WRITER
Women athletes united with
members of the Women's Group to
pressure the athletic department
into examining the inequality of
facilities for men and women
athletes in October 1979. Chris
Jackson and Jeffra Becknell, both
members of the Women's Grj aup,
met with Richard McGee, director
of athletics, to discuss their
concerns.
Jackson and Becknell addressed
the absence of trainers available at
women's games.
"Trainer
dispension
is
controlled by health services, not
by the athletic department," said
McGee. "It would be simply
impossibleto have a trainer at every
game."However,certain sports did
get trainer priority, namely men's
football and men's ice hockey.

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN

da Take Kap lan Or Take "four Chances

The lack of locker room facilities
for women was another hot topic
for
discussion.
McGee
acknowledged the grievances and
conceded that "the complex was
built five years too soon; no one
foresaw the major strides in
women's participation in organized
athletics."
This shortage of space left many

women .without access to lockers.
Jackson and Becknell also said
there was a shortage of women's
soccer shorts. McGee was "unaware
of the problem," and said this
shortage should havebeen expected
because theathletic department was
"53 percent ahead in female sports
participation this year."

In its first year as a team, sixty
women reporting for soccer was
unexpected,"said McGee.Also,the
women's soccer team was "at the
end of the line for handouts," said
McGee.
The students' final complaint
surrounded the women's athletic
coaching staff. Women's teams'
assistant coaches were volunteers.
"If there are five paid football
coaches, why not a paid J.V. field
hockey coach, a paid assistant
women's soccer coach, and a paid
women's cross country coach?"
asked Jackson and Becknell.
McGeesaid the volunteers'work
did n't merit financial reward
because "they volunteered."
Overall both Becknell and
Jackson thought that McGee was
generally "supportive of women's
athletics." Yet they reinforced the
discrepancies and said "the
Women's Group wants it known
that women athletes are serious and
wish to be taken seriously."?

A commitment to freedom

We offer prep courses for the PSAT.SAT. ACT. LSAT
GMAT. GRE and MCAT tests at over 150 locations worldwide.

Colby honors Maynard , remembers Lovej oy

Classes starting now!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

that at the end we all look strikingly background and bearing, and
alike," said Maynard.The problem equipped them with hidden
NEWS EDITOR
of racial divisions in America, cameras. Through the course of a
though changed since . Lovejoy's day the two men were treated very
Robert Maynard, publisher of time, still exists within our world. differently. In one instance, when
the Oakland Tribune in Oakland Maynard made connections the white man John went to buy a
California, was made the thirty- between Lovejoy's work and the car he was offered a no-money
eighth Lovejoy Fellow at the Elijah work that needs to be done todayto down deal. But when Glenn, the
Parish Lovejoy Convocation in
black man , went to the same
Lorimer Chapel last Friday.
dealership a few minutes later and
Maynard was honored at a
inquired after the same car,he was
dinner in the Student Center
quoted a price $500 higher and told
attended by approximately 200
that he would have to pay $2000
students, faculty and staff. He was
down.
then awarded a Doctorate of Law
"At the end of the broadcast,
by the College in a ceremony in the
Glenn said: 'You walk down town
Largest Dance Floor in Central Maine I chapel , where he spoke and
with a suit and tie and it doesn't
|
answered questions for an audience
matter.
Someone will make a
I • Special Drinks & T-shirt Giveaways • 1 of about 150 people.
determination about you thataffects
I
The Lovejoy award is given
• $.75 Drafts •
|
the quality of your life,and the only
annually
in honor of Elijah Parish
I
• 18 and over admitted *
basis
is the one thing that will not
§ Lovejoy, a martyr to freedom of the
change about you. I am not going to
press and a graduate of Waterville
take off my black skin. lam going to
College (which became Colby
beblackforever,'"quoted Maynard.
off
College) . Lovejoy was killed
"This istheslaveryof perception
defending his abolitionist press
|( ®&mm
fl | cover charge
Cina
Wertheim
pltoto
by
that
has not died," said Maynard .
f otte J I from a pro-slavery mob.
wife
of
Lovejoy
Fellow
\~-—*=—«Maynard,
B
Nancy
"We incarcera te three times as
/
[ | for Wed., Nov. 13th j
"Wecometoday impressed once RobertMaynard,spokeat the panel
many young black American men
again by the commitment and discussion.
as we graduate from colleges and
sacrifice of Elijah Lovejoy. I must change perceptions of race.
universities," said Maynard. This
I
Elm Plaza, Waterv ille, ME fl
tell you how deeply it has touched
"In all our lives, still today in statistic,he said,is a sign of "society
me that you chose to honor me this nation , wc know that our headed in the wrong direction."
tonight in his name,"said Maynard . perceptions arc shaped by this
Maynard concluded with a call
Maynard spoke about Lovejoy's artificial matter of color: where wc to follow the example set by
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commitment to defending freedom go to school, where to work, where Lovejoy.
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citizen, and as long as American measure above all—thc color of our this remarkable torch aloft, year in
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blood runs in those veins, I shall skin," said Maynard.
and year out,Colby College bids us
o
hold myself at liberty to speak, to
As an example of modern-day all to raise our voices of moral
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write, and to publish whatever I oppression , Maynard told of a conviction against a tide of
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please on any subject."
special done on ABC's "Prime Time indifference. Wc owe no less to
"The very idea of race is itself an Live." The show took two young Lovejoy and to our legacy of free
artificial one; ask any number of men in St. Louis, one black and one institutions in a still free nation ."?
Wc deliver. morticians, and they will tell you white, both of. comparable
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J-Board finds
student guilty of
verbal abuse
By Craig App elbaum
EDITOR
The Colby Judicial Board found
aColbystudentguiltyonthecharge
of verbal abuse and not guilty on
the charge of physical assault of
Bates College Athletic Director
Susan Coffey, said Associate Dean
of Students Mark Serdjenian.
The sanctions recommended by
the judicial board against the
student, Mark Flaherty '92, have
not yet been reviewed by Janice
Seitzinger, dean of students. The
sanctions include permanent
disciplinary probation and
counciling evaluation, the latter of
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which deals with "how to be civil to
a lady," said Serdjenian.
Serdjenian said that the board
also recommended that the student
writeletters of apology to the Bates
administrator and to the Bates
newspaper, and that the student
not be allowed to attend athletic
events for the winter sports'season.
According to Jim Dickinson,
Colby security officer, the incident
occurred on October26at the ColbyBates football game.Dickinson said
he was called from the Colby side
of the field after the incident
occurred, and was told that an
"apparently intoxicated" Colby
student had verbally assualted and
pushed Coffey.
Flaherty declined to comment.Q
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"Recipes from Home1 Results of administrative alcohol
survey "startle" college officials

Sellers brings home-cooked
! meals to Colby students
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Thanks loanewprograMjwtn:
by Dining Seirvkes ealled
"Recipes front JJbnte^ Colby
students wilt no longer have to
misstheiu.favoritehome-coofeed
meals when at college.Parents
ate being asked tosend, in their
child's favorite reaper which
willbe duplicated and featured
in theirehtld^Commonsdining
haiL
"We by to makethemeal as
much like theis parents would/
and we go out of our way to get
special ingredients/'said -Vfary
Attenwieler,director of Dining
Services and coordinator of the
program*
A .tenWiel erhas received J45
recipes since theprograinxbegan
in September. "I wasn't
anticipating that many/ said
Attenwieler,whoadded that the
recipes arestillcoming in» "Iget
5 or 6 .recipes every week."
The program has received
praise from many parents.
"Th is new program sounds
great. I hope you geta positive
response/'wrote Rayma Griff in,

parent of Jennifer Criffin *9£,
*OtiJ.
was
daughter
delighted to have one of her
favoritedishes,Piaza Hot Dish,
She said It was prepared just
the way she likes it/' said
ConnieFloyd^ mother of Karen
Hoydr$$.
¦"1 had seen this kind of
program donein o.hercoileges,.
anditsounded fikea tot of fu a/
said. Attenwieler^'Ifs good tp
get the parents involved.
Hierecipes received include
eVsryihing from, fried chicken
and mussels-on-the-half-sheli
to smaller dishes like muffins
and soups*
*Therer s a real variety,'7 sai d
Attenwielerr "We thought we
would |ustget entrees *
Recipes front home are
preparedevetyThursday in all
threedining halls,and students
and theirparentsare notified if
their recipe is being used* The
recipe is not made to feed all
students in the dining hall,but
is usually only doubled so that
samples can be given out* A
casserole is saved f orthestudent
it is prepared for, according to
AttenwielenQ

By David Holtzman
STAFF WHITER
College officials have recently
become aware of the extent to which
alcohol influences Colby's social
life, according to Associate Dean of
Students Joyce McPhetres. This
awareness is based on the results of
the Alcohol Assessment Survey
which McPhetres helpedto prepare.
"I'm glad [the influence of
alcohol] is not a guess anymore,"
said McPhetres. The results of the
survey,in which about 100 students
from each class participated, will
be important in making decisions
about social life on campus in the
future.
The survey used was adapted
from one designed in 1978 by Dr.
Henry Weschler, director of the
Harvard School of Public Health.
Colby agreed to share the results of
the survey with Weschler in
exchange for the use of his
questionnaire.
The survey contained specific
questions about students '
consumption of alcohol. Tom
Morrione, chair of the Sociology
Department, recentlypresented the
survey to the Student Affairs
Committee of the Board of Trustees
with McPhetres. The statistics
contained in the results were "kind

of startling."
"I was absolutely intrigued,"
said Morrione. "There seemsto be a
growing culture or acceptance for
the consequences that go with this
drinking." The greatest amount of
drinking seems to occur in the first
year of college, when students are
making th§ transition from high
school.
The consequences of drinking
cited in the survey included
vomiting, having blackouts or
hangovers, and engag ing in
unplanned sexual activity with
unfamiliar people. A majority of
the students surveyed said they
considered those acts acceptable ,
and few denied they had the
experiences themselves.
"It 's not about students
drinking,"said McPhetres. "It's the
environment on campus their
actions create. I would say vomiting,
fi ghting and 'hooking up ' with
random persons are not okay.
They're destructive to students'
sense of comfort. Does everybod y
reall y think these things are all
ri ght ?"
Less than five percent of the
students questioned said drinking
had ever negatively affected their
schoolwork or caused them to do
damage to others or to property.
The survey concluded that, though
many studentsdenythat they drink
heavily, a good percentage feel the
_

need to cut back on their drinking.
According to the survey:
"Students report acceptance of
things within the college
community that are notaccepted in
their homes. When [the
consequences] are accepted norms,
the possibility for students to use
alcohol in a responsible way is
thwarted ,the chance for community
development is undermined, and
the norms are perpetuated
throughout new generations of
students, creating an almost
impossible cycle to interrupt."
Alden Kent , a physician
assistant at the Health Center who
devotes part of his time to alcoholr
related cases, said he is not
overburdened by students needing
treatment after too much drinking.
"I'd say the attention this
campus deserves is more than I can
provide,"he said, "but I'm certainly
not overwhelmed by it." This was
in contrast to Morrione's description
of the Colby drinking scene to
faculty at their meeting last
Wednesday, in which he said Kent
was "already overburdened" by the
number of students he has to deal
with.
"Is it that alcohol is the social
scene, or just a part of it?" said
McPhetres. "I want students to be
responsive to all people's voices on
this question, not just the perceived
majority."Q
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\ Tomenos Counsallng
^
Laurence"Wentzel

I ndividualand f a mily Counseling
(Benton, Maim.
453-4437

Its not too late!!!

Located just 10 minutesfrom the Colby campus, fTemenos Counseling off ers a
professional environment that insures the privacy and dignity o f tf i e individual.

Don't Miss the <f&lP of
a lifetime

Relationship Issues

'Co up les Counseling -llndtrstanding
expectations and roles.
"LstaSiishingpersona l Boundaries that
wortfor you.
'(Mai ntaining your individuality ivhde
meeting your commitments.

sign up for the

JM PtUM TBTIBET

(Dep endency Issues
'Subs tance S\buse¦(Recognizing it and
overcoming it.
'Love - Wreaking the cycle of painful affairs
and getting yourself hcaltliy,
* (Depressi on ¦Understanding it a nd freeing
yourselff r o m its hold.

Travel to:
China-Beij ing and Chengdu
Tibet-Lhasa , Zhengmu, Xigaze, and Zhengmu
Nep al-Katmandu

' f i nding that level of separation and
supp ort that words for i/ou.
' (Divorcing (Parents • feelin gcaught in thc
middle.
' In tergenerational pr oblems ¦Is anyone
listening?
' 5\busc ¦
Secrets in die. family .

(Personal Ground Iss ues
' Self-esteem • getting yours in foc us.
' Career Choices ¦
Listening to your mind
and heart in the decision msking process .
' Individuality,Spirituality and Creativity
Understandingyour personal myth.

Member of:
(ResearchSociety of (Process Oriented
(Psychology • tyw 'E ngland
Ilit Maine 9*&.txvork.forAssociated
Troftssional Tractiowrs
C.Q. Hung Institute ¦
'Bostatt

Examin e the political and cultural history
of these fascinating countries- firsthand!
Contact Prof. Feigon (x 3262)
or AN Druker (872- 1921)
(otflmatod

Tumid/ Issues

Fnr fl n fiPPO.i' nl :me.__ t_ or i nf o r m a t i o n p a mph lot: to he m a i l e d to y o u , p l e / t fi e
Ca l l 1S3. -44 .17, ^s l i d i ng , f e e .scale to mnnt the f i n a.nn.i fi l neeri.i o f
ntutinntn in ava.i .lab. 'l a .

cos f-$2900)
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Top Ten Issues Echo|Writer s Should
Stop Complaining About
V.

t

f

¦

Graduate degree programs

(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affa irs w ith an emphas is on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.

By the Old Fa rts tm the Hill ,Wa lkei. Fenton 91.5, and Chip Smith '91

Area and
Functional Fields:

i

10. The Alcohol Policy
9. ParMng~theref s plenty on Cotter 's lawn.
8. Sttt-A's incompetence-quit mastering the obvious
7* Fraternities
8*KeithDuptds' fall from grace-NOT!
5* RCismCAm I allowed to say that?)
4. How soft we. are,
3, The Alcohol Policy
2. Tullio Nieman s idea of a good time.
1. Not enough cream cheese on our bagels.

? Interamerican Studies
(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)
Q Soviet and East
European Studies
Q Middle East Studies
? International Relations
0 International Business

Management

Q International Security
and Conflict
? Comparative

Development

Q International Economics

App ly by February 1 for

assistantships and other
financial aid.

Southo rCenter
SlNoith.um
I Vc K U 1 I I I T T
Students who are interested
in Interamer ican issues are
par ti cularl y encouraged to

I

We Service Foreign Cars...
_-_-—wB"s,««*fc.

* Brakes
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^A • MAINTENENCE SERVICE
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• Oil Changes and More!
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Classifieds

HeatWave Vacations, Inc. is
looking for bri g ht, personable
individuals to promote our
European skiing and Caribbean
Spring Break trips. Earn free
vacations and bi g paychecks. For
more information , call Gregory
at (800)-395-WAVE.

Earn Fabulous FREE Spring Break
Vacation while meeting new
people and earning cash. Work at
your own pace. Energetic, highly
motivated outgoing individuals
needed. Call Bob at Campus Holidays 1-800-627-4791between 5pm
-lO pm CST.

W A NTED : "Coppertone Spring

"Campus Representatives needed"
Earn free tri p and bi g commissions by selling CANCUN ,
MEXICO. For more information
call toll free at 800-755-7996 or in
Connecticut at 203-975-8833.

student
Break
Trip "
representative to promote tri ps
to Cancun, Nassau, Barbados,
Jamaica , Daytona and Orlando.
Best programs available
ANYWHERE... earn cash, free
tri ps, p lus more. Call for more
information 1-800-222-4432(9:00
am - 5:00 pm) .
Travel Sales Representative. STS,
thc leader in colleg iate travel
needs motivated individuals and
groups to promote Winter/
Spr i ng Break trips. For
information call Student Travel
Services. 1thaca .N Y a 11-800-6484849.

Spr i ng Break: Can cun , Bahama s

from $259.00 includes round tri p
air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free
admission, hotel taxesand more!
Orga n ize a small group. Earn
free tri p. 1 (800) BEACH IT.

ADOPTION

Picnics , p iggy-backs and a
brother 's hand to hold. Happ iness
and security await your newborn.
Loving, professional mom , dad ,
and sort arcanxioustoadopta gain.
Lcgals paid. Call collect Judy and
Paul 207-799-9833.
C A M P U S REPS WANTED!
QUALITY VACATION S T O
EXOTIC DESTINATI ONS! SELL
SPRING BREAK PACKA G ES TO
JAMAI CA, CANCUN, BAH AMAS, MAR GARITA ISLAND.

FAST EST TO FREE TRAVEL

AND $$$. CALL SUN SPLASH
TOURS. 1-800-426-7710.

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately! No exper-ience
necessary, Process FHA mortgage refunds. Work at home.
Call 1-405-321-3064.

T A KE Y O UR BRE A K IN
G REAT BRIT A IN ! Ex chang e
vacations a rranged between
s t u d e n t s in Eng land and
America. Discount air fare
available. Contact STUDENTS
ABROAD, LTD., P. O. Box 944
Orangevale,CA 95662. Tel: (800)
428-8538. Fax: (916) 635-1165.

M Corey
Music Center
Everything in
Music
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For y o ur fra ternit y,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
ABSOLUTELY NO
INVESTMENT USQUIRBOl

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES

Admissions, Room # 363
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 2844173
T& j r UNIVERSITY OF

99 Main Street
872-5622
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• Hollywood Connection

• DJ Every Night Moatu-Sat
« Mgnu Items Available 6~10pm s
» Machos,Hot Wings, Sandwiches,Pizzas
"jf Q ex&f . \
Located at the Holiday Irm
—
)
on Main Street in Waterville ' ^ti
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RAISE $500,..$!000...$ 1500

apply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships.
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AUTO BODY
Allen St„ Waterville
872-5518

Bohlnd Collego Ave.
Car Wash
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CRAIG APPELBAIM, Editor-in-Chief
AMANDAHALLOWELL
,Ma nag ing E ditor

ANDREAKRASKER, NewsE d itor
TJ. WINICK, Sports Editor
LAURAPAVLENKO, Features Editor

ETHANGETYMAN,A & E Editor
PAUL ARGIRO,Op inions E ditor
GRETA WOOD, Production Manager

KATEYFORD, Layout Editor
MI CHELLE TAYLORLayout Editor
TRACEYHARDMAN, Focus Editor
JOSH LUTTON, Business Manager
ARI DRUKER,P hotogra p hy E d itor
CHARLES BEELER, Ad Manager

KAREN UPMAN, Asst. News E d itor
JONATHAN WALSH, Asst.S ports Editor
KAREN DIXON, Asst A&E E d itor
KATHERINE BORDWELL, Asst. PhotoEditor
AMY CLAPP, Ad Representative
ETHAN GETTMAN, Staff Artist
MARK R. MUIR Subscript ionsManager
LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
¦The Ed ttorial Isthe offidalopinion of the paper. The other opinions presenton this pagedonot necessaril y
represent the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
Tfie Colby Echo encourages letteis from its readers , especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letteis to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editorrnust be signed and indudeeither an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday , letteis must be received by The Colby Echo no later than
Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Here's our story

Too much alcohol

Help the hungry

I'm amazed at how much of the Echo every week is
devoted to the subject of alcohol,its use and abuse,and
its apparent colossal significance on Colby's campus.
Keith Dupuis writes that alcoholand tradition go hand
in hand at Colby, and if that's true,too bad for Colby.
He blames administrators for ruining traditions by
forcing a restrictivenew alcohol policy on students and
he feels moved to apologize to his fellow students for
the lousy time they've had here as a result. I guess a
college campus is no place for real world restrictions
and students should be allowed to drink whatever,
whenever,and wherever they want. Don't let the cold,
cruel, world cramp their style yet!
• And if I hear one more person blame the
administration for the possibility that students may be
hurt while driving drunk because they have been
"forced" off campus to drink, I am going to scream.
Accept responsibilityfor your own action. Ever hear of
designated drivers or calling a cab or sleeping it off or
waiting it out until you're sober? No one EVER has
anyone but himself or herself to blame for driving

The goal for this year's campus wide can drive is
1680 cans-art average of one can per student. Please, if
you are out shopping, buy a can of food. During
Thanksgiving break—a time when we really become
aware of the somany things that we have to be thankful
for-take the time out and set some cans aside. For
further incentive, the residence hall with the highest
ratio of cans to students will win a pizza party.
The ColbyCollege community, when focused on a
common point, can be a very powerful force. The goal
of 1680cansof food can easily beattained and surpassed.
Regarding this effort in light of the "big picture," we
know that this is a miniscule gesture,but that should
not and will not prevent us from makingit. All we need
to know is that our cans will be given to some families
that could use them. Colby students do care, and the
successful completion of this can drive will reflect the
Colby community's strength and spirit.

drunk.

Karen Bourgaize
Library Technician

Where is the enthusiasm?

Druker "out of line"

We are disgusted with Ari Druker's personal attack
on Keith Dupuis. Druker, though he had a few good
points, was completely out of line, and could have
As a freshman, I would like to respond to many of expressed his opinions perfectly well without
the articles in the Echo. It seems to me that the majority slandering Dupuis. Dupuis is a terrific, dedicated
of the articles published have an extremely negative Commons President, and as members of Commons
tone,and while opinions arenecessaryto change things Council, we know for a fact that the Council works
that we as students feel could use a revision, it is damn hard to produce quality programming for this
equally important to remind ourselves of the good that campus. If Druker had ever headed a Commons, he
is here at Colby.
would know how difficult it is to organize anything on
I realize how difficult it must be for the this campus, much less an all-campus party which
upperclassmen to seeColby changing,but people who includes alcohol. Dupuis cares more for the social wellconstantly downgrade the school are only dampening being of this campus than most people. In fact,he just
the enthusiasm of the very people who will be here to read over 200 Johnson Commons Surveys, within one
perpetuate it—the underclassmen. Most of us chose to week, by himself. Keith, we know how hard you work
come here, for some it was our first choice college. I'm and WE appreciate you, even if certain uninformed
still fired up about Colby and college in general, and I photography editors don't.
don't want that enthusiasm taken away.
The students at this school need to stop living in a
Look around, everybody! Comparatively, our dream world -Student Center beer bashes are gone. It'
alcohol policy is pretty liberal,our campus is gorgeous, no one's fault,mostly not Keith Dupuis'. Isn't it time tos
our faculty are involved and available. I'm sure we've stop reminding him that he got a little too drunk one
found a good thing here.
ni ght - Ari,have you never done anything stupid when
Life isn t perfect, so if your bagels are cold and you you were drunk? Get off your high horse!
lack free beer, deal with it,you're an adult. I hope this
As for the Echo, even though I [Emil y Chapman]
doesn't seen like a contrived "complaint of a complaint" write for you -wethink it was com pletely irresponsible
letter, but at least a positive voice is speaking, asldng of the editorial board to allow such slander to
go to
you to enjoy what you have, make the best of Colby, press. That sort of yellow journalism should be sent to
and let us new students do the same.
the National Enquirer.

The Echo has received a great deal of criticism lately for what we do
and what we don't do. As a campus newspaper we strive to represent
the campus and welcome suggestions and constructive input. There are
some things that we would like to take the opportunity clear up.
Many students have asked why the Echo does not print national and
international news. Our policy is that we stick to campus news for
various reasons. For one thing, we don't have the capadty to research
and write off-campus news articles. We don't subscribe to any wire
services and do not have the sort of capabilities that newspapers that do
carry international news have. As a weeklypaper with section deadlines
on Monday nights and a press deadline of Wednesday night, any
international news that we would carry would be out of date by the tim e
the paper came out. Finally,as a campus paper we commit ourselves to
presentingColby students with Colbynews.The Echo is the only weekly
medium for such news, whereas students can find national and
international news any number of places. Newspapers for sale in the
bookstore and the Student Center, twice daily newscasts on WMHB,
and CNN in the fishbowl as well as turning on the 11:00 news in the
lounge provide plenty of mediums for students to find out what is going
on in the world beyond Colby.
We have also heard complaints about the quality of writing in the
Echo. For those who think that our writing is oversimplified and
condescending, it is not meant to be. Clarity and simplification are at the
heart of newspaper writing. We don't write articles the same way that
we write essays for class. Stories are supposed to be simple and to the
point. Most people who read newspapers read them for quick news and
Kristen Hanssen '95
do not want to wade through heavy or confusing language. We don't
subject our readers to ten-cent words when two-cent words will do.
Forthose who believe that we represent a limited view,well,where s
your story? If you have a story that you believe is interesting and worth
telling, write it up and send it our way.We don't limit our submissions
After reading Jonathan Walsh's article about Kevin
to staff writers. If you would like to make a contribution, make it. We'd Whitmore,we felt it was necessarythat we clear up any
be interested to hear from you.
doubts that students and faculty might have on the
legitimacy of his number being retired.
Game in and game out, Kevin was given the
unenviable task of defending the opponents' toughest
Congratulations need to be given to Stu-A and to the student body for scorer. He more often than not came up with key
the Bonfire/Pep Rally held behind Roberts last Friday night. Finally the defensive stops that ignited victory. At only 6'3",Kevin
unity that everyone has expressed doubts about was exhibited in full was consistently one of the top rebounders on the
force, as about 300 people showed up at the ring of fire to exhibit their team. Utilizing his strength and determination,heoutColby spirit.
rebounded bigger and taller opponents.
Believe it or not, we at the Echo do realize that it's not easy to entertain
Not only did Kevin excel at an individual level, he
1600 people. We also realizethat at such a small school we sometimestend also excelled on a team level. Anyone who knows the
to complain too much about little things. I think we can safely say that we game of basketball will tell you that the hallmark of a
are all guilty of this in a fall when not much is happening.
great player is his ability to raise the level of the players
Butlast Fridaypeoplepulledtogether.They stood out therein the cold, around him. Kevin's ability to do just that allowed
huddled together and supported our football team, one of the brighter Colby's basketball team to win two straight ECAC
aspects of these past fall months. It took Stu-A's planning and a gathering championships.
together of greatly-missed enthusiasm for our small school in the chilly
These qualities were also recognized nationally as
woods of Maine to give us what was, in a way, the most successful event Kevin was named a Second Team All-Americanso far this year.
making him one of the top ten players in the country in
We should all use this as an example of how good we can be, even Division II basketball for the 1990-1991 season. ,
freezing our butts off, when we pull together, rather than apart. A
Anyone who has been associated with Kevin
freshman wrote us a letter this v/eek asking us all to stop ruining her Whitmoreand Colby basketball for thepast threeyears
enthusiasm about Colby with all our petty complaints. Let's take our own understands the energy and time that he sacrificed in
advice to our parents and listen to the voices of youth. Maybe we'll learn an effort to better himself and the team.On January 28,
something, or remember something we've forgotten.
Colby basketball will have the opportunity to give
The fire was kept under control, Stu-A leaders looked surprisingly Kevin something back.
powerful with their megaphones, the cheerleaders performed a few
routines, and Colby football pounded Bowdoin the next afternoon. All
Greg Becker '92
was right with the world.
John Daileancs '92

Whitmore deserves honor

A bonfire to remember

Hung Bui '94
Sara Ferry '94
Heather Lounsbury '94
Marianne Ansdell '92

Oh, Ari

Emily Chapman '94
Marinel Mateo '94

Oh, Ari.Where to begin. Do I stoop to your level or
do I try to retain a modicum of decency? I think I'll
refrain from cursing and name-calling. I'm uncertain
as to the purpose of your article. Was there more to it
than a blatant personal attack on Keith? If so, I guess I
missed it. You cited his "bitching and moaning" and
lack of solutions, but provided none yourself. You are
also mistaken in terming him the "major catalyst" in
the enforcement of the alcohol policy. If you had taken
a minute to checkyour facts instead of throwing around
insults, you would have discovered that Security had
begun carding the evening of his acciderxt-before he
fell out the window. Yes, his accident was a factor,but
there were others, and as you said yourself, it could
easily have been someone else.
That's not really the point. The point is that Keith
workstirelessly .otry to makeadifferenceand attempts
to stir up some emotion around here.And what do you
do? You insult him and try to belittle his effectiveness
asa Commons leader. It wasunnecessary,uncalled for,
and served little purpose. Perhaps someday Colby
apathy will disseminate. Perhaps someday we will all
accept the new changes. Perhaps someday all Colby
students will becontent. And perhapsyou should have
stuck with photography.
Ryan Friel '93
Johnson Commons Vice President
Letters continued on pag e 12

s. o. s. How would you improve the Echo?
Michael Spurgeon '92
"Print it in Iraqi."

Marah Silverberg '92
"I think that news about stains
in the Marson Room is a waste of
time and space and" I would leave
out the alcohol policy for a week or
two. Give us a respite."

It all comes down to your -friends
By Keith Dupuis
STAFF WRITER
Imagine yourself in ten years.
Wherever you are, however far
you've gone, what are you going to
remember about Colby? What are
you going to take with you from
this experience? I know we'll all
appreciate the value of our
education and the influence of a
Colby degree,but what is going to
stand out as the "most important"
aspect of your time here?
I think theanswerinvolvesmore
than the symbolism in Faulkner,
the intent of the .Philadelphia
Framers,or the perfect tenseof fewer.
These yearsare giving us invaluable
lessons in coping. They are teaching
us the power of relationships,
friendships, and commitments.
Sometimes I have trouble
explaining myself. I get so bogged
down in . policy, issues, and
controversy that I obscure my real
point. It has nothing to do with
drinking. Drinking is only an
element of it. A tangent. My real

By Paul Butler

I was among the estimated 600
Colbystudents at the BluesTraveler
concert a couple of weekends ago,
and I consider myself lucky in two
respects. For one, the concert was
excellent. Secondly, I was lucky
even to have madetheconcert since
the Tuesday before I didn't even
know Blues Traveler was coming
to Colby (a friend from UMaine
Farmington told me). This lack of
publicity was a real problem as for
as I was concerned, so I went to find
out why a fairly socially-aware
student like myself was left in the
dark.
"Even if every Colby student
went to a sold-out concert, nearly
half of the seats wpuld be filled by
non-Colby people,people from the
Waterville, Portland,ortheBangorOrono area," said Director of
Student Activities Tullio Nicman.
There were around 1200 people at
theconccrt,halfofwhomcamefrom
outside the Colby community. To

1 photos by Ari Drukef ]

Jan Plan too e^.ensive

concern has to do with something
that we're in danger of ruining.
Something you can't measure in
policy or editorials.
I think I can explain it best by
remembering what happened to me
a year ago. It doesn't matter how I
got to the Emergency Room, the
fact is that I was hurting and I was
scared and I was there. They told
melhad seriously damaged myself,
and only a neurosurgeon could tell
how bad it was. Before I had the
chance to fall apart, I was wheeled
through the waiting room on my
way to get X-rays.
The place was packed with
people. Friends.
It hadn't even been twenty
minutes since my accident.
These friends weren't from
Biology class. I didn't make them
by locking myself in a dorm room
with six or seven people every
Friday or Saturday night. I didn't
meet them in lectures or
symposiums.
Social interaction turned
acquaintances into friendshi ps.
Parties on theDanaBeach,weekend

ni ghts in the Student Center,
Saturday mornings at the football
games...times when the pressure of
academics and finances were lifted
from my shoulders for a few solid
hours.
There were no divisionseither. I
remember as a freshman being
impressed by the unity between the
four comers of campus, as well as
the four classes. For a freshman in
Dana, making senior friends in
Piper and Grossman waseasierthan
imagined.
It took a near disaster for me to
realize how important, how
unbelievably important, those
friends were. It all comes down to
friends in the end. I'm not saying
that other things aren't valuable and
shouldn't be recognized. The
majority of us are on that steady
progression of good grades, good
jobs, good salaries; good homes.
But beyond that, there needsto be
something else. Ultimatel y, when
you fall, you'll need someone to
catch you.
I'm sorry if I ever made it seem
Friends continued on page12

draw such a diverse crowd, Colby
had to focus a great deal of its
advertising off campus.
Stu-A did a yeoman's job of
publicity off the Hill. Jon Yormack,
Stu-A social chair, came up with
the idea that made Blues Traveler
happen. He suggested that Stu-A
askWTOSto co-sponsorthe concert,
thereby giving the College a
discount rate on prime radio spots
that helped sell 800 tickets on
concert day. Stu-A still sold less
than half of the available tickets
andlost around $2000,which isn'ta
lot of money for such a concert.
Nieman
Fur th erm ore,
suggested that tickets be made
available at record stores In the
Orono area . The response was
excellent, as were ticket sales at
Bowdoin.
Not only arc we lucky that an
economic burden can be overcome
in drawing big-time acts to
Mayflower Hill, but we are doubly
lucky that bands will even play in
Wadsworth—a gym with improper
facilities: 1) Stu-A has to rent a $650
generator to power thc amps,lights
and equipment;and 2) Colby's stage

is only three- feet high (most bands
will only play on five-foot stages),
which almost prevented Blues
Traveler from coming.
I seemsthat the company Stu-A
doesbusinesswith prints a standard
— and expensive — poster for
By Hannah Beech
bands likeBluesTraveler and others
STAFFWRITER
who travel to colleges. When they
learn theconcert date,the company
Did you ever think about who
prints that specific concert's cleans up the not-so-pleasant
information in a ready-made space. surprises left in the dorm
Stu-A, then, has little control over bathrooms, remnants of Saturday
what kind of poster it receives. I night bashes? When I stagger
suggest that a Stu-A publicity chair bleary-eyed into thebathrqom,it's
position be created,or that someone nice not to be met with puddles of
be appointed by the social chair to vomit. We all know what happens
address campus concerns and if the custodian doesn't clean up.
eliminate wasted time and money. Just think of the bathroom nearest
Neverthelesslike a lot of people the Beer Die table.
on campus, I didn't realize how
Then consider Sellers' average
much work Stu-A has to do to bring servers. Sure,there'salwaysthe one
big events like concerts to campus. lady who, no matter how nice you
"I've been very lucky to have arc, still serves you with a sneer.
worked the past two years, with But on the whole, they're nice
people like Jon Yormack and [last people.
y ear 's Stu-A social chair] Patty
On one occasion, I counted the
Masters," said Nieman. But don't number of people who said "thank
pity these people, it is a job they you" to the person who served
campaigned for. Just give a little them . Only two out of 19 let thc
credit where credit is due."Q
words slip out of their mouths. The

Credit where credit is due
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sara Barker '94
"I think the Echo is a pretty good
newspaper. There should be more
views from all sides of campus—all
,_,
cultural groups."

Dev Tandon '93
"I wouldn't mind if it had
columns from different groups.
Overall, I think the Echo does what
it does and does it very well. The
part about Trinting the truth and
pissing people off,' I really like that."

Nathan Cook '95
"Pull the focus away from the
alcohol bullshit. Cover a little
more of world news,that kind of
stuff."
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Of pigs, workers, and students
"thank you" that Mom and Dad
taught us to say goes a long way to
a tired server slinging mashed
potatoes. .
It's a well-worn cliche, but
they're humans too. There's a
custodian in Dana who speaks
fluent French; there's a Spa wprker
whoproudlytellsus of her children.
They 're mothers, fathers,
grandmothers, and grandfathers.
Theyarenotmachinesprogrammed
to keep Colbyin working condition.
Some people just don't seem to
realize that. There are people who
cut their bangs and leave them in
the bathroom sink because they
know the sink"will be "Lysol" clean
the next day. They're the people
who say, "Hell, we'r e pay ing
$20,000a year; why can't they clean
up for us?" This is faulty logic. Just
because we go to Colby doesn't
justify our behaving like pigs. In
fact it should mean that we'resmart
Pigs continued on page 12

Theater Preview

? Miss Julie": Touching and Impressive
By Ethan Gettman
A&E EDITOR

and Marah Silverberg

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Cultures may come and go,but
pa ss ion s f ollow a
predictable and static course.
Whether it's the maddening
jrevenge of Lady MacBeth or the
agony of a Lancelot's unr equi ted
love, human emotional reaction is
as impervious to change as is the
human will to explore the universe.
Over a hundred yearsago,writer
August Strindberg wrote "Miss
Julie," a one-act play that, in many
ways,explores this timeless theme
of human emotion. Professor Dick
Sewell, director of the production,
describes "Miss Julie " as "a
fascinating portrait of two people
caug ht in conflict between gender
and class."
The cultural background behind
"Miss Julie " has contemporary
relevance.
"The g lobal struggle for sexual
equality has created a hundredyears
or so of tensions that are only
gradually being resolved," said
Sewell. "This play is one of the
earliest as a perception of the
emerging struggles between the
genders, balanced by a strugg le of
the classes."
TherevelryoftheMidsummer's
Eve celebration in Sweden is the
setting for the tragedy of "M iss

human

Faculty Profile

illustration by Dawn Devine

James Boy lan on
Elvis and Caj un food
By Dawn Devine
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ProfessorjamesBoylan teachescreative
writing an d composition in the

Departmentof English as Colby. He is
iheauthor of a coll ection of short stories,
Remind M e to Mur der You Later ,
and a novel,The Planets. Athird work,
The Constellations, is forthcoming
next year. Boylan has been teaching at
Colby since 1988.
Echo: What was the first story you
wrote? Was it terribly f u n n y ,
terribly trag ic, or just terrible?
J.B.: When I was sixteen I wrote a
shor t novel a bout
a young teenage
boy who fails out
of his prep school
and
wan de rs
a r o u n
d
Phila del phia f or a
coup le of days. I
was very pl eased
with myself until I
realized I'd just rewritten Catcher in
the Rye.So I t hr ew
that out. Recently
I' vestarted writing
a trilogy fantasy novel all about this
hobbit who has to destroy some
magic ring he's fou nd. It's going
pretty well so far .
Echo: Have you read any t hing as
of l a te that impres sed you ?
J.B..I just rea d Mohawkund The Risk
Pool by Richard Russo. They are
two of the f inest novels I' ve ever
encountered. Bear in
mind , though , that
Russo ismy officemate an d he
ma d e me say
this.
Echo: What's
your f avorit e
ethnic f ood ?
J.B.: I am crazy
about all New
Orleans-st y l e
C a j u n ,/.
cooking—
the

hotter,the better, for Thanksgiving
my wi f e an d I are having New
Orleans spicy goose with fig sauce.
"In my next life I want to comeback
as Paul Prudhomme."
Echo: If you could meet and
interview a great historical fi gure
or celebrity for an hour, whom
would it be?
J.B.: I'd spend thirty minutes each
with Malcolm X and Harpo Marx.
Malcolm, because he had the
courage to speak. Harpo, because
he had the courage not to. And I'd
like to spend a whole evening with
RobertKennedy and feed him some
of that spicy goose.
Echo: On a more serious note, do
y ou think Elvis
is still alive,and
if so, wher e is
he living?
J.B.: To tell you
the truth , I' m
getting tired of
this
Elvis
nonsense.
I
think it's time
for our culture
tomoveon.Ifhe
i s alive , I'd
guess
he 's
probably hiding
out, in disguise
someplace. Maybe working as an
Elvis imitator.
Ecfto.Ifyoucouldchangeonething
about Colby; what would it be?
J.B.: I would try to get students to
make the arts a part of their social
life, to recognize that readings by
visiting writers,art in our museum,
music in our concer t halls ,
and d ance and theater
upon our stages is an
in tegral aspect of
educa tion.

"In my next lif e
I want to
come back as
Paul
Prudhomme. "

Of ten the most

important part
of the Colby
e xp e r i e n c e
happens outside
thc classroom. I
hope that over

time more and

more students
realize that this is
true.Q

Ju lie. Love, lust,and class conflict
create a truly touching d rama in
Performing Arts' rendition of this
play. Three characters—the cook,
Christine (Meilani Clark '95), the
valet, Jean (Shawn Campbell '93),
and the aristocratic Miss Julie
(Catherine Coyne '93)— comprise
the small but energetic cast.
J ohn Ervin, a student at the
University of Maine, has done a
beautifuljob with the set, creating
an intricately detailed space. The
warmth of the colors lends itself to
the intimacy of the production as a
whole.
Coyne's commanding
p erformance of Miss Julie,
combined with Campbell's strong
p ortrayal of the character Jean and
Clark's tender presentation of

Christine make for a very successful
trio, a special chemistry that comes
only from hard work. Despite its
slow pace, the relationship that
Coyne and Campbell have created
between Miss Julie and Jean is
loaded with sexual energy. Their
dueling love/lust relationshi p
createsa crediblejuxtaposition with
the true love relationship between
Christine and Jean. Sewell should
be pleased with his work as director
of this impressive crew.
"Miss Julie" will run from
November 14 to 16 in the cellar
theater in Runnals. Since seating is
limited , there will be two
performances each evening, at 7 pm"
and at 9:15 pm. Tickets can be
purchased during box office hours
from 2 pm to showtime.Q

photo courtesy of Dick Sewell
'
s
production
Class and gender clash together in Colby P.A.
o/ Miss Julie

The Musical Mix for the Powderhound

Headin 1 for the Hills with a hangover? Try this aural elixir. ,
By Matthew Kales
STAFF WRITER

You lie in a state of alcoholinduced suspended animation,
s ecure in the warm, saf e haven of
your room. Suddenly, you are torn
from the wombby that most terrible
crea t ure, the Ski Buddy. You know
the ty pe—the one who breaks down
the door on a Saturday
morning, yanks you
out of bed, drags you
into the cold , and
dumps you in the car
for a hyper-aggressive
drive to the Loaf. You
sp end the durat ion of
the trip holding onto
last nights' in take
especially as you hit
those jar ring f rost
heaves outside of
Kingficld.
Fortunately, you
have a fighting chance.
While nothing will
completely alleviate a
hangover, a selection
of favorite songs can

ease
the
pain
considerabl y, as well

as stoke you enough to make some
turns and catch some air. After
skiing both sides of the country,
I've discovered a few albums held
sacred by skiers and snow-boarders
all over America for their ability to
rep lenish thc "need for speed".
f.rnn.r> ( . thin hr. p f Hr. will not

appeal to everyone, but there are

those of us out there who would bet
our lift passeson thepower of music.
Hen ce,here are f ive al bums known
f or their medicinal quali ties:
1. "U prising," by Bob Marley
and the Wailers. The soothing riffs
of the Wailers combined with the
outraged pleas of Reggae-prophet
Bob Marley is ideal for waking up
gently, yet with a restored vitality.
2. "Bold As Love," by the Jimi
Hendrix Experience. Granted, Jim i

a gig at the enlisted men's club.
3. "Ea t a P ea ch," by the Allman
Brothers. The Allmans have seen it
all ,and this album is a testament to
their easy-going spirit. Relax, pu t
on this al bum, an d the world will
turn. The songs on "Ea t a Pea ch"
ena ble skiers to f ace the mountain
and beat its challenges, however
arduous they may be.
4. "The Uplift MoFoParty Plan,"
by the Red Hot Chili Peppers. When
t he musical grea t s of yesteryear
have stabilized your
condi t ion,shift gears
wi t h the Chili
Peppers.Thisalbum,
argua bly t heir best to
da t e, is a pressurecooker of power ,

perf ect

was not a skier, but he was a U.S.
Army pa ratrooper. For those who
have ever launched a cliff with a
glut of day-old beer still sloshing
around in your stomach, you can
imagine what Hendrix mi ght of
been thinking as he stepped out thc
doorat20.000 feetthomorninurafter

f or

stimulating
the
adrenal glands and
kick-starting your
yearn to turn.
5. "When You
Least Expect It," by
Agent Orange. This
gem of an album was
a secret jealousl y
guard ed by surfers
and skaters in the
1980s. Now, skiers
and snow-boarders
are amping up for the hill with thc
slashing guitars and frenzied
d r u m m i n g of the Southern
Californian power trio.
With thismagicalelixirof music,
may you carve mightily this season
and avoid tho ski patroller's head
duri mr a mid-lift boot.Q
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Movies

i

j Colby:

\ Only the Lonely. Thurs., Fri.,
\ Sat.,7pm and 9:15pm , Sat.
: Matinee at 3 pm.

\ Hoyts:
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\ The People Under The Stairs; M
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\ 7:40/9:50

\ PiUy Patiote
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; 7:45/9:40
I Frankie and Johnny
7:20/9:30 ,
:
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Highlander-!!

Curlv Sue

7:20/9:00
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: Homicide

m

\ 9:10
Railroad Square:

The Commitments 11/1 5
through 11/21 at 7pm and
9:20pm , as well as 1pm 11/16

and 11/17
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE:
Zuckert Festival Week with performance by Fhilharmonia Virtuosi, Friday 11/15 at 7:30pm in the Chapel. Tickets
available in advance in the Events Office , Moulton Union.
COLBY COLLEGE:
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Colby's Performing Arts Production: "Miss Julie" runs Thursday 13/14 through Saturday 11/18. All shows are 7pm and 9:15pm. For
tickets come to Runnals Union box office Monday through Friday, 2pm-6pm. Tickets are $2 with a Colby ID and $3 for general
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Broadway Musical Review this Friday, Saturday, and Sunday at 8pm in the Student Center. $3 admission at the door.
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M I Miscellaneous!

Art Exhibitions

BATES COLLEGE
M I Robert Indiana and The Hartley Elegies-Through Dec. 20th Robert Indiana's most recent silkscreen
1
j| prints created as a homage to the artist Marsden Hartley, a Lewiston native. Museum hours are 10

1 j 7:00/9:00
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i All I Want For Christmas
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Concerts/ Plays

BATES COLLEGE:
Bates College Choir performing Heinrich Schutz's ChristmasOratorio and Haydn's Lord Nelson Mass, Friday 11/15 and
Saturday 11/16 at 8pm, Sunday 11/17 at 2pm in Olin Arts Center Concert Hall. Free Admission, advanced reservations

m

7:45/9

* -,.

am to 5 pm. Tuesday through Saturday, and 1to 5 pm Sunday. Free Admission. Telephone (207)

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

The Here and the Hereafter: Images of Paradise in Art (through Dec. 15)
Twentieth-Century Art: Selections from the Permanent Collection (through Feb.9)

|
|
|
|
COLBY COLLEGE
|
m[ The German Image: Contemporary Works on Paper, Colby Museum of Art.

P

H i Senator Robert Kerrey of
gj lm
|Nebraska will present his
_W.I; platform as a Democratic
j ag;j Presidential candidate at
j noon on Friday,November
j
Commons
M 15in the Page
Student
Center.
|
Room,
BhE
j
is
the
first
Kerrey
W$&
j presidential candidate to
j speak at Colby in over a
|
_mj
decade.
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A hard rhymin 1 Apoco lypse and a hard pickin 1 Aussie
By Johan Dowdy
STAFF WRITER

and Julie Trodella

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Public Enemy. Apoc alyp se
91..The Enemy Strikes Black
'The brother is madder than
mad." Public Enemy has struck
back. Its latest
release,Apocalypse
91...The Enemy
StrikesBlack, is the
reaffirmation of a
band's dedication
to following its
own philosophy.
Intertwined with
some of the
freshest beats and
samples around,
Apocalypse 91 is a
venomous social
attack at the veins
of
"white"
America's institutions.
Unlike many self-promoting,
hit-single-seeking, sell-out hip-hop
acts,Public Enemy concentrates on
addressing the plethora of obstacles
facing the African-American
community. Musically, they stay
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true to a previously-laid track of
excellence, ingeniously mixing
samples and live music to produce
a tight and creative sound. Joined
on one trackby Anthrax,P. E.births
the unbridled sound-blitz marriage
of rap and thrash.
Unlike many rap acts looking
for wealth and prestigeas a solution
to oppression, P.E. seeks justice.
Governing its musical innovation
is
a
dedication
to
social
issues, not
s o c i a l
climbing.
F o r
example,the
track "One
Million
Bottles "
addresses
the chaotic
effect
of
drugs upon
the black
community.
Public Enemy is a band that will
accept no substitutes for the truth.
"Land of the free,/but the skin I'm
in/identifies me," booms the
dominating voice of "hard rhymer"
Chuck D. As social commentary

and as music,Ap ocalypse91 will set
yourmind in motion with a message
and crowd your senseswithdriving
beats. (J.D.)
diRe stRaits. On Every Street
Dire Straits' new release, On
Every Street, is out to shake up
anyone with a fixed idea of their
musical sound. The album is split
into two styles—an upbeat,truckin'
sound reminiscent of The Charlie
Daniels Band,and a smoky,melodic
jazz sound typical of the "old" Dire
Straits sound. The sound is a
contrast between a hard, twangy
steel guitar and a slow, sliding
electric guitar. Interestingly, many
cuts from On EveryStreetsound best
on the streets and highways.This is
driving music.
"Calling Elvis," the first radio
release from the album, is a long
distance call to all recent viewers of
Elvis, seeing as the King keeps
turning up "on every street."
Stealing lyrics from Elvis such as
"Love Me Tender" and "Don't Be
Cruel," the caller gives his return
number as "Heartbreak Hotel."
Despite its silliness, the song
inspires you to hit the road with its
moving beat and walking bassline.
Those who like Dire Straits'

atmospheric classics like "Your
Latest Trick" will be caught in the
web of "Fade to
Black." The
songruns like a
sequence of
movie scenes
panning in and
out and then
"fades
to
black." '
The track
'You and Your
Friend" is a
bluesy tune
which adds to
the mellow
sound.
For
those
who
appreciate the sandpaper sound of
Knopfler'svoice,this is a singularly
appropriate choice.
The title cut, "On Every Street,"
is about someone searching for the
lost victim of a hit and run accident,
either physical or emotional. The
tune is slow, melodic, and the best
example on the album of what Dire
Straits can do when they work at it.
The riff is hopelessly hummable—
you will find yourself singing it in
spite of yourself.
"The Bug,"another fast track, is
one of the more disappointingly

uncharacteristic cuts. The basic
premise is, "Sometimes you're the
windshield,
. sometimes
you're thebug.
In essence, life
has its ups and
downs
and
shouldn't be
taken
too
seriously.
The band
takesonebowto
t
h
e
environmental
trend in "My
Parties." It's an
ingenious
rendition of a
host mingling with his cocktailladen guests,ignoring disappearing
trees and wildlife while his friends
enjoy themselves in decadent style.
It stops short of being preachy,and
is actually extremely humorous. It
gets the point across, and does it
well.
All in all,On EveryStreetgets f our
stars on a five-star scale.Fansof old
won't want to miss it in spite of
their new sound. And anyone
heading home from Colby will find
it adequate company for the drive.
(J.T.)Q

Friends continuedf rom page 9

Letters continuedf r ompageS

Druker 's article libelous

An Druker s recent article (Echo ,11-7) is reprehensible. It is a libelous
attack topped withJonYormak'srhetoric.Iknowyou and Jon are friends,
Ari, but think for yourself. Not once have Keith or I made our policy
attacks personal. If so, I could say Yormak's pretending all is well and
dragging students to events is ridiculous. I could show Jon up when he
says his events are a successfor "thosewho attend" (they both had a good
time!!).
Keith doesn't complain, he acts and cares. And he did NOT cause
changes; Lovejoy 110did. They carded before his accident,and made him
a scapegoat. Keith almost died, yet he still loves Colby enough to do a
thankless job. He deals with an unmoving administration, me, and some
Stu-A execs who overlook problems. "What problems? Just accept
changes!" If we listen, what's next? Janice Seitzinger recentlytried to ban
dogheads.President Cotter told parents he plans to "phase out kegs,"
dorm alcohol limits just decreased. If you think the rules aren't changing,
wake up!! Keith sees that these moves don't go unnoticed.
Ari, think before you write, and see what I see: Colby is better with
Keith as a Commons President, and I'm a better person to have Keith as
a friend. One more thing, save your foul mouth for the next Student
Center event; at least there, no one will hear it.
Chris Mastrangelo '92
Go-Ho Hall President

V.P.clarifies S&S talks

There are several statements in your article headlined "S&S Contract
Talks on Hold" in the October 24,1991 issue that are not entirely accurate
and need to be clarified. First, contrary to the headline, talks with the
guards union are not on hold in any sense, but are ongoing. The College
has been meeting with the union representatives on a regular basis and
another meetingis currently scheduled.
The article also stated that the most recent meeting was the first
discussion of a contract. The fact is that the College has had eight meetings
with the union to discuss a contract and most of the language of the
contract has been tentatively agreed to by the parties.
The statement that "sometimes these contracts take two or three years
to iron out," attributed to me, is not accurate. My comment was that
negotiation of a first contract may take as much as one or two years. That
comment, however, was in reference to the first contract negotiations
generally, not these particular negotiations. In fact, these negotiations
have been proceeding well, and I hope that we are close to an agreement.
I hope that this information will help clarify the immediate situation
with regard to the contract discussions with Security.

like I wanted anything else. Whether
youagree withmy perspectiveor not
youhavetoadnutthatthesociallifeon
the Colby campus has changed. I do
not care about Maine State Law,
Administrative Policy, Presidents'
Council, bitter editorials, or tiresome
word playsbetween what ison paper
and what isenforced. Ijust want to see
somesort of sociallife resurrected that
makes this campus come together
again.
Whether thisnewsocial life hinges
on alcohol or not is secondary. First
and foremost,the students haveto be
given thekindoffouryearswhichwill
prepare them for the next forty. In
other words,being on the Deans' list
is great,but it won't teach you how to
interactwithpeoplefortherestof your
life.
Maybeit sncrttheresponsibilityof
the College to provide that kind of
experience. I'd like to think it is.There
are a lot of people here who didn't get
"lessonsinlife" inhigh school.Sowhat
other timedo wehave toleam? When
else will you have a four-year
internship in a beautifulivory tower,
during which you may learn to deal
with the jungle around us?
There isa tree that growsdown by
Johnson Pond.The plaque by it reads:
'If you smile at me I will understand
'cause that is something everybody
everywhere does in the same
language/'Stopbyandreadtherestof
itsomeday.Thereisa wisdom in those
words that really makes you think
twice about a lot of things, and
reminds us about a lot of things we
may have forgottenJ__l

J an Plan continuedfrom page9
folks or I will haveto comeup withan
additional$1500-brairfare.If s simple
math
What Financial Aid istelling meis
simple-you can go overseas and do a
rewardingintemshipIFyoucanaffbrd
it Right now, I can't afford it and
neither can my parents. As a senior I
know how valuablean internship can
be,not only because of the experience
you gain, but also because of how
gcvoditlooksonyourresumeForfour
years, I've worked my ass off during
the summer to pay for this schoolnever once doing a rewarding and
impressive internship.Now that 1get
this golden opportunity,!still can't do
it because of money.
Financial Aid and Colby should
examine this situation and see how
many people like me are out there.
Howmanyofuswanttodointemships
duringthesummerorduringJanPlan
but cannot afford it? Why can't a
separate fund be set up for overseas
Jan Plans for students on financial aid
who otherwise couldn't gobecauseof
the money? Why should I be denied
this opportunity because I can't foot
the bill?
When I was applying to schools
four years ago, I wasrepeatedly told
"Don't let the tuition be the basis for
your decision. No one should not be
able to afford an education." Now,
four years later, I'm being told that I
can't afford this education.Q

PigS continuedf rompage9
enough to know better.
Inthecollegesoene,we'retransient
figures. After a four-year sojourn we

will go on to graduate school,careers,
marriages, suburban homes with 22
children, a station wagon, and a twocar garage But the custodians and the
Sellers' workers will often be here for
decades. Somehavebeen here longer
than we'vebeen alive
To Colby students, these workers
are from a different world. Maine is
oneof the poorest states in the nation.
The gap betweenthe Kennebunkport
summer residentsand thefood stamp
recipients that we see in "Shop and
Save" are -tightening. Yet are these
people really so different from
ourselves?
Thereare employeeshere whoare
workingovertimetosend their kidsto
collegesnot unlikeColby.Contraryto
popular belief,not all Colby students'
parents are lawyers, doctors, and
businessmen.Financial aid is granted
to a large amount of the student body,
though in manycases it is a negligible
amount.
So instead of trying to make
yourself feel better by pitying these
"poor custodians and other
employees," get a grip. They are not
separated from you and me by class,
social skills, or even economic status.
More importantly,they are not some
nebulous representation of the "other
people" who are to be pitied by "us
rich folks."
I recently heard a girl complaining
toa custodian about a spot on a mirror.
"God," she whined, "You know its
your job,could you do it?" I hope she
realizes that it is also our job to showa
little respect to other people not so
different from ourselvesQ

W. Arnold Yasinski
Administrative Vice President
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/METUFE'S MANA6EMEMT
A SSOCIATE PROGRAM CAN POSITION
YOU FOR LEADERSHIP.
Individualized. "Hands-on." Challenging. That's our
Management Associate Program. As a leader in the
financial services industry, MetLife designed this two-year
training program to develop campus leaders into our future
corporate leaders. Want to take the first step toward a
career with management potential? Then please join us for
a presentation about MetLife.

MetLife Careers in Management
Time: 7:00p.m.
Date: Wed., Dec. 4, 1991
Location: Roberts Union-The Hurd Room
Bates '89
Speakers: Cathy Burke

Rudy Bethea

Bowdoin '91

JOI N MET. IT PAVS:

OMetLife'

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Lecture continued from page 1
to be attracted to one like oneself,
and stronger or weaker parental
figures.
"If it is totally genetic then the
numbers of homosexuals would
have to decrease as homosexual
parents have fewer children," he
said. 'It would have to be largely
environmental with perhaps an
underlyinggenetic influence." He
stressed that no one really knows
the cause and that all possibilities
are merely theories.
"He made a way out for
everything he said," said Katie
Morrison '94. "He made no
absolutes so therefore he said

nothing but at the same time he
was making a lot of comments that
be
co^ild heard."
Most of van den Haag's speech
argued against gay-rights
legislation. Though he saw no
reason for state laws prohibiting
homosexuality, he saw no
constitutional need to repeal them.
"Silliness is not unconstitutional,"
he said.
Van den Haag opposed gayrights laws. "I think such laws are
not needed, therefore I oppose it,"
he said. "It seems to me that to
make laws protectingthem against
nonexistent discrimination is
foolish."
He argued that since

homosexuals are not confined to
ghettos, do extremely well in jobs,
are not barred from education,they
are therefore not discriminated
against. "There is no help needed
by laws," hp said . Protective
legislation would actually place
homosexuals at a disadvantage, he
said, because the laws are likely to
be abused by leadersand lawyers,
rather than be helpful to the people
they are designed to protect.
Homosexual teachers in
primary and secondary schools
were an issue with van den Haag,
who believed parents had the right
to object to homosexuals servingas
teachers at this level because they
also serve as role models for the

m

Great

children. "Parents have a right to
have their values upheld in primary
and secondary schools," said van
den Haag.
The argument for legal
marriages for homosexuals, van
den Haag said "disregardsthat the
major function of marriage is to
provide a stable environment for
the bringing up of children.
Marriage as an institution has long
been emptied of all meaning.
Marriage starts where love ends."
Van den Haag spoke of the
"hidden agenda of most
homosexual agitation." He did not
believethat the call for legislation is
to protect the rightsof homosexuals.
"Most of the rights that are
supposed to be protected arerights
that have been for a long time
already,protected."
The purpose of gay-rights
legislation, he said, is to "convince
society that homosexuality is
legitimate. No law can or should do
this. It is up to people how they
should regard homosexuality."
"Most
people
regard
homosexuality as a defect, lik e
limping," he said. "A limp doesn't
necessarily make them a less
valuable person."
Van den Haag spoke about a
view
of
psychological
homosexuality which says that at
the beginning of the sexual years
most malesfear females.According
to this theory, those who do not
_—
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overcome this fear take the easy
way out and choose to consort with
members of their own sex.
"This shows more about
heterosexual attitudes than
homosexuality," said van den
Haag.
The belief that gay-rights
legislation seeks to change societal
views of homosexuality was at the
heart of van den Haag's argument
against such legislation.
"I don't know if this belief is
right or wrong,"he said. "It cannot
be shown to be right or wrong.
Everyone is entitled to their own
privileges, is entitled to hat e
everybody equally regardless of
race, religion or sexual profession.
It is wrong to compel people to
change their views."
The question and answer
session after the speech was heated
and includeda banner condemning
compulsory heterosexuality,as well
as comments and outburst from
theaudience. Manyof those present
stayed after the speech for a
discussion.
"I thought although his
arguments were very well
presented I disagreed with their
basic premise. For example, I don't
believe that marriage is an
institution in which love is absent
and thereforeit isonly procreation,"
said Caryn Harris '93.
"I was very pleased by the
turnout," said Dean of Faculty
Robert McArthur. "Iknow his work
fairly well. He's a traditional
conservative of a very thoughtful
kind. He's very careful about what
he says."o

Kerrey continued from p a g e1
hopefuls are counting on a Harkin
victoryin Iowa,according to Corrado.
"Since Iowa is out and New
Hampshire has the first primary,
Maine is a strategic state. A win in
New Hampshire and a win in Maine
will keep the momentum going for a
candidate,"said Corrado.
"There is great receptivity for
Democrats in Maine," said Corrado.
"What's happening here in Maine
reflects the general condition of our
economic and political situation
throughout the country."
Corrado,whoalsoactsasapolitical
consultant, said he has "no official
connection" with the Kerrey
campaign,"but I'm alwayswilling to
answerquestions,"hesaid."Myofficial
position is to get as many presidential
candidatestoColbyaspossiblelthink
that would be great for the College."
Corrado recently returned from
Washington,D.G,wherehemet with
Kerrey supporters to discuss the
politicalsituation in MaineO
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Downstairs from the Silver Street Tavern

Thursday Night is Senior Night
Featuring:
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Kickin around Ireland
By Amy Vreel and
STAFF WRITER
Not many- Colby students can
saytheyplayed for theNancy Spains
and few can even say they know
who they are. But for Jason Eslick
'92,andHalPaul'92,thenamebrings
back memories of good times and
friends made during their time
abroad at the University of Cork in
Ireland last year.
The Nancy Spains is a football
team (that's soccer to us Americans),
and thoughits real name isSouthend
United Football Club, it takes the
name of the college pub in Cork by
which it is sponsored. The team has
a 27-gameschedule (about a game a
week) running from the end of
September to around the end of May
with two practices a week for two
hours long.
Colby student Mike Downes'92,

met the players in a pub and
introduced Paul to them as a former
soccer player. Paul played stopper/
center-back for the team during his
year abroad while Eslick joined as a
goalkeeper when he arrived in Cork
for the spring semester.
Although there were no official
try-outs,Eslicknoted thatthey"were
definitely scrutinized by the coach
and trainer." The team practiced
indoors in a gymnasium due to the
early nightfall and rainy weather.
Games were split home and away
and the team traveled either by
carpoolor bus. The home "pitch" or
field was located twenty minutes
out of CorkPaul said that even though the
team was only in its first year,it was
very close because most of the guys
had all been childhood friends and
were about the same age as Eslick
and himself.
Paul noticed that the players

Jason Eslick '92,and Hal Paul '92, display their teamjerse y.ptoto ** An Druker
would often come out from playing
Playing for theNancy Spains also
in the gameand smokea cigarette on gave Paul and Eslick a chance to
the sidelines, definitely a strange travel to different areas outside of
sight for anyone used to the Cork and even to Stokes City,
American fitness craze.
England (near Liverpool)for a match
Eslick felt that the play was just against an under-21 professional
as competitive as Colby soccer, team.
although the fitness level was
Here they glimpsed firsthand the
different. "The skill level is very strained relation between the Irish
hi gh," he said. "It's more of a and the British.When their bus,along
technical game where the training with other all-Irish buses, was
isn't as serious, but the playing is thoroughly checked out at customs
very serious."
they watched as some of the team's
When asked how this experience players became bitter.
may have helped Eslick's play on
"We saw it in the remotestsense
Mayflower Hill, he said he had because we were so far away form
"learned another style of soccer and the North," said Eslick. "We'd just
had improved,in a sense,the mental see IRA slogans in the bathrooms
aspects of the game. It is a much and hear people get pretty psyched
morephysicalgamein Ireland,much about the friendly-fire incident
rougher...people keep their involving the British during the Gulf
composure more in the States."
War."

As the only two Americans on
Nancy Spains, and the only two in
theentireleague,bothPaulandEslick
had an excellent opportunity to see
another side of the Irish culture that
University life doesn't offer.
"I don't think I would have
learned about Cork as much if I had
hung out with Irish students," said
Eslick. "There seemed to be a great
bandwagon effect within the
University system at that time where
peoplewererallyingbehind theantiwar coalition. This created tension
and made relationshi ps more
strained. I found the students to be
more stand-offish and harder to talk
to while the guys at the pub were
easier to get along with and became
your friends."
Paulbenefitted fromtheexperience
in that "it gave me a chance to meet
people out of the academic sector. I
know when I look back on Ireland
some years down the road I'll
remembernot so much the classesbut
associating with being a part of the
team."
Both students agreed that Nancy
Spainswastheirconnectiontothe"true
Irish."Paulcommented that "it is nice
to be in a country where you area a
stranger and know that you had a
place with friendly faces "
And the Irish certainly benefitted
from their contact with the two
American students. With the best
record in the Athletic Union League,
the NancySpains wonDivisionllland
as a result were promoted to Division
II for this year.?

Making waves:
Wat er polo enjoys undefeat ed season
viduals. Being a club sport is an
intentional decision on our part,
STAFF WRITER
otherwise we would be limited by
OBma/ ^mm ^a^^
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^
NESCAC
rules."
MikeDownes,co-captain this
Last weekend the Colby water polo team successfully defended year, also feels strongly about the
its ECAC Division III club-sport sport. "It's been a great time and,
championship, winning the tour- it's a heck of a sport," he said.
nament for the fourth year in a row. Having no coach, the co-captains
The team finished its season with a basically coach the team.
Competing in the NESCperfect record, 8-0,on its way to the
WPC, the White Mules defeated
championship season.
Eric Johnson '92, who has co- their five league-mates, Babson,
captained the last three teams and Middlebury, Bates, Worcester
has been commissioner of the New Polytechnic Institute and Trinity.
England Small College Water Polo In the tournament, in which Colby
Conference (NESCWPC) for the last was the strong favorite, the Mules
two,has won Div. Ill for four years. crushed WPI,13-1,in the first round.
Lookingbackon hiscareer,Johnson After coming from behind to defeat
said: "I'm glad we had a successful Bates 7-5in thesecond round,Colby
team for my four years. We devel- had to face Bates again in the final,
oped as a team rather than as indi- winning easily, 10-4. Co-captain
By Greg Greco

STUDY FOR ONE YEAROR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS BV

and live withBritish Students
HOW WI8C IS DIFFERENT FROM MOST OVERSEAS PROGRAMS:

• Accepted students receive admissions letters (and later transcripts)
directly from an Oxford (or Cambridge) college.
• Students are directly enrolled as full students of the Oxford college.
• Qualified early applicants may share a co-ed Student Residence
associated with St. Catherine's College, Oxford (fully Integrated with
British students).

• Students will NOT be taught In (and receive transcripts from) an
American college operating In Oxford. WISC la oneo f t t w f e wcompletely
integrated (academically and (rt housing) overseas programs fri the UK.

Flor (rjfbrmatlon, call or write:
TUB WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL STUDIES COUNCIL
214 Masoaohusotts Avonuo N.E., Sulto 450, Washington , DC 20002, (600) 323-WI8C

Students may also Intern and Study in j
Washington and London
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o Students accepted before November 1 (for the Winter Term) or before
May 1 (for next year) are guaranteed housing with British students,

• Previous students in your field will speak to you on the phone.
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Come to The Iron Horse Bookstore
for a Largely Literary T-shirt,
Large & X-Large, 100% cotton
Featurin g:
$14.95
Virginia Woolf, J ack Kemuac,
Gertrude Stein, Beethoven, Walt
Whitman, Zora Neale Hurston ,
and many others!
,

10Railroad Square,Wtvl. ,872-0939.
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Johnson scored six of Colby s ten
goals.
A NESCWPC team consisting of five Colby players and various others from the league then
played in the Eastern Div. Ill
championship, against varsity
teams. The team lost, "but it was a
good experience. We learned a lot,
and we saw what varsity competition is like " said Andrew Stanley
'93.
Led by Johnson and Downes,
Colby was strong at almost every
position. Johnson, who plays the
important position of hole,is one of
the primary goalscorers,alongwith
Ryan Crosbie '94.
"Ryan's a great player,"said
Johnson. "It's fun playing with him.
He really knows what he's doing,
he makes my job a lot easier."
At hole guard,Downes isalso
strong. "Downes is a great hole
guard,"said Johnson. "When a hole
guard isn't qualified , the hole position scores a lot of goals. Rarely
does anyone score against Colby."
At goal for Colby is Jay Collins '93.
Rounding out the starting positions
are Stanley,MikcSaad '93,and Katie
Morrison '94, who added depth to
the team.
Next year, the team returns
everyonebut Johnsonand Downes,
and returns three juniors who are
away this year. "We should be a lot
faster next year. Thc development
of Keith Stockmann ['95], and Kevin
CGrady ['94J, should help a lot,"
said Stanley.
Thc team is excited about the
possibility of hosting home games
next year. Colby is investing in a
goal,and with thisand the purchase
of shot clocks, the team will be able
to host games for the first time.Q
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Colby makes gridiron history

,
OFFSIBlSl
¦
TJ .Wimzk and J-onathaa Walsh

This HIagie wa$;iM> iUusion

By Hal Paul

STAFF WRITER
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With a 28-13 victory over the
Bowdoin Polar Bears Saturday at
Seaverns Field, the Colby White
Mulesachieved something they had
been unable to accomplish since
1979: end their season proud
possessorsofa winningrecord.The
win also earned the Mules (5-3)
their fourth strai ght C.B.B.
championship, unprecedented in
C.B.B/s 26-year history.
"It's a real gratifying feeling,"
said Coach Tom Austin of the win
over Bowdoin. "All CBB
championship games are dramatic.
The outcome to this year's game
had an additional significance
compared to those in the past."
Colby's first points of the day
were scored by its defense. With
less than four minutes remaining
in the first quarter and the ball on
Bowdoin's26-yard line,linebacker
Eric DeCosta '93, picked off Polar
Bear quarterback Chris Good'spass
and ran 42 yards down the right
sideline for a touchdown, giving
Colby a 6-0 lead.
I was surprised to see the ball,
said DeCosta. "We expected them
to run. I think the interception set
the tone of the game."
Colby's offense followed the
defense's example and found the
end zone on its second possession
of the game. From the Bowdoin 46,
quarterback Jim Dionizio '92,(7-16,
114 yards) dropped a short pass off

p hoto by Cina Wertheim

Who else? Fullback J on Bartlett '915,runs around t he Bowd oin defenseas
tightend GregBurns '93,lands a crushing block.

to fullback Jon Bartlett '915, who
ran 46 yards up the middle for a
Colby touchdown. A successful
two-point conversion gave Colby a
14-0 lead.
After thePolar Bears scored their
first touchdown, the Mules
extended their lead to 21-7 on a 37yard touchdown run by tailback
Len Baker '93,and then upped their
advantage to 28-7 on a 23-yard
scoring strikefrom Dionizio to wide
receiver Dave McCarthy '93.
Seemingly,Colbyhad things under
control.
But with 1:36 left in the third
quarter, Bowdoin quarterback Jeff
Kapatoes completed a pass to wide
receiver Peter Nye, who took it 73
yardsinto the endzone,making the
score 28-13.
"We didn't worry about our
guys folding," said Austin. "We
simply hitched our beltsand played
a little harder thereafter."
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Colby'ssuccess wasduein large
part to its dominance in the
trenches.The blockingprovided by
the Mules' offensive line helped
Bartlett run for 145yards and Baker
for 114. The impenetrability of its
defensive line limited the Polar
Bears'top tworunners,Eric LaPlaca
and Jim LeClair, to 127 yards total
for the day.
"Ouroffensivelineplayed really
well,"said Baker. "Jonny [Bartlett]
was able to penetrate inside and I
was able to run hard to the outside
thanks to their work."
For Austin,there was no single
playerof the game.Thevictory over
Bowdoin was a team effort.
"The team really played as a
team," he said. The juniors and
seniors set the tone for the season,
took things seriously. Each player
exhibited great effort every
Saturday this fall."Q
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WE'VE GOT THE BEST COMIC BOOKS IN TOWN
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Busch-1/4 Barrels $23.50++
^
Natural Light-1/2 Barrels $39.50++
^
/
Busch Bar Bottles $10.79++
n^^
^
^^s^^ Bud Dry 12 oz. Longnecks - $11.79++ ^s*^
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Don't drive ,j ust call us for fast,free delivery!
Mon.«Wecl. 8am-9pm
Thurs . Sanvl Opm

873-4837
215A College Avenue
Fri , and Sat , open 'til midnight
Sun. 12pm-7pm
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This week's Devastator(s) is the Colby football team.
By beating Bowdoin 28-13, the team secured Us first
winning season since 1979 with a record of 5-3. The
Mules also wrapped-up their fourth straight CBB
title, and finished with the second-ranked defense in
the NESCAC.

The fall sports season has drawn to a dose,and as is customary at the Echo about this time of year,we have chosen the All-Fall Sports
Team. While there are many Colby athletes deserving of such recognition, some shone just a little bit brighter than the rest.

By T.J. Winick and Jonathan Walsh
SPORTS EDITOR AND ASST.

SPORTS EDITOR

FEMALE ALL -FALL ATHLETE

Todd Alexander '92 - Golf
Despite a disappointing season for the
golf team, Alexander once again shone for
the Mules..."Todd is a very steady player,
and he provided the team with excellent
leadership," said Coach Sid Farr...Shot a
personal best of 79 at the Bowdoin
Invitational, and an 82 at the Duke Nelson
Invitational hosted by Middlebury
College...Looks to lead his team once-again
during the spring season.
Lisa Black '92 - Women's Tennis
"What she's accomplished is pretty
incredible," said Coach Paula Aboud of tricaptain Black, a state champion for the third
straight year (probably missing a fourth due
to arriving on Mayflower Hill as a Feb.
Frosh)...Had a 6-2 singles record during the
season, and led Colby to the CBB
Championship..Added Aboud,"Lisais very
goal-oriented, and she works her butt off ."

photo by Ari Druker

Michelle Severance '94

Women's Cross Country

Sophomore Severance continued to
build on an already accomplished Colby
career, w i nn i ng both the state
championships and NESCACs for the
second year in a row...Only one Division
III runner beat her this year...Said Coach
Debbie Aitken, "She definitely has made a
major difference to this team...She's just a
super athlete and she gives everybody else
theimpctustorun"...AnAH-Arncricanlast
year, Severance hopes to qualify again for
the Nationals, and should improve on last
year's 17th-place finish.

Kathleen Creeden '93 - Volleyball
Led the women's volleyball team in its
first ever season with varsity status...Kat, a
three-year veteran of Colby volleyball,earned
second team AU-NESCAC honors,as well as
All-Tournament honors at the Maine State
Meet..."She's an extremely hard worker, and
was really the catalyst for us this year", said
Coach Sheila Cain.

Eric DeCosta '93 -Football (defense)

Season highlight was a 42-yard
interception which he returned for a
touchdown in the season finale and CBB win
overBatcs...TheIeading .ackIeronthesccondranked defense in NESCAC.Hc contributed
one half-sack, three interceptions, an d a
fumble recovery in eight gamcs...Hard work
and a hard style of play were keys to his
game.

Meredith Johnson 92 - Women's Soccer
Her coach's praise summed it up well:
"She kept us in games, and made some
spectacular game-saving saves," said
assistant Carol Anne Beach '88. "She was so
exceptional we almost took her for granted
because our defense knew she was
there"...Hadal.77goals-against-averageand
four shutouts over 14 games...Talk about
durability, Johnson played 1170 out of a
possible 1230minutes (respectable foranyone,
especially a goalkeeper)...Is a nominee for
All-New England status.

photo by Ari Druker
Top Row: Eric DeCosta, J on Bartlett, Meredith
J ohnson
Middle Row: Todd Alexander, Michelle
Severance, Kathleen Creeden
Bottom Row: Brian Wiercinski, Lisa Black,
Michele Rowell
Missing: Abe Rogers

MAL E ALL -FALL ATHLETE

Abe Rogers '95 - Men's Cross-Country

He's the only freshman on the All-Fall
team, but he made as much of an impact as
most upperclassmen do by winning his
squad's Athlete of the Week award several
times—Individual season hi ghlight was a tophalf finish in the International Junior Men's
Triathlon in Australia...Came back from
Down Under to place seventh in the Maine
State Championships...Coach Jim Wescott
saluted Rogers as a "very solid front runner
all year, which is unusual for a freshman."
Michele Rowell '92 - Field Hockey
In her fourth year on the varsity, Michelle
led her squad toa5-5-l record... A right wing,
she was the team's leading scorer with 4
goals and 1 assist..."! just love to play the
game/'said Rowell.
Brian Wiercinski '92 - Men's Soccer
An All-American last year, "Ski" should
have a good shot at pulling down thc same
honor this year...A halfback who led the team
with six assists, he scored four goals as
well...Theflowofthegamcgenerallyrevolvcd
around Wiercinski, and as Coach Mark
Serdjenian said, "he has been the go-to guy
all ycar."Q
,

Jon Bartlett '91.5
Football (offense )

p }wlo by Ari Druker

Showed amazing team leadership
qualities this year in helping the White
Mule football team bring home its fourth
straight CBB crown and experience its
first winning season since 1979...In
addition to providing tremendous
blocking and displaying an exempl ary
attitude, he consistently put up quality
numbcrs...Broke the 100-yard plateau in
all of his last three games (all White Mule
victories), en route to a 699-yard
season,..Said Coach Tom Austin: "his
credentials speak for themselves."

